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Court Halts Wild Burro 
Races·at Big Bear Event 
The HUMANE SOCIETY of the UNITED STATES - CALIFORNIA BRANCH . 
VOL II 
Cure Sought 
To End Pet 
Overpopulation 
Fingers burned GSB-648, 1970) 
but still determined, State Sena-
tor John A. Nejedly is back in 
the thick of it again. Attempting 
to put an end to irresponsible 
animal welfare legislation, the 
Senator sponsored the formation 
of a special committee concerned 
with homeless dogs and cats and 
related problems; 
Experts in the varied fields 
of animal welfare, control, vet-
erinary medicine, public health, 
and others, have been partici-
pating in day long "brain busts" 
of sorts, since early May. While 
a sense of professional "en 
garde" is obvio~ly present, 
meetings so far have been more 
·open minded and productive than 
would normally have been expect-
ed. As of this writing, a general 
consensus has been reached re-
garding the major factors in-
volved in the problem itself, as 
well as an initial cooperative 
course of action. 
Talk comes cheap, but when 
a roomful! of recognized experts 
speak on the subject they know 
best, in this case animals, then 
one would be the wiser for hear-
ing them out. While differences 
of opinions and difficulties will, 
as a matter of course, arise, 
the HSUS-California Branch feels 
that is would be a breach of trust 
to the animals we seek to protect 
if we did not further participate 
in this sort of cooperative under-
taking. The stray and surplus an-
imal problem has gotten serious 
enough for everyone to be con-
cerned. It is our fervent hope 




from Old Miner's Gazette - 1970 
HSUS Asks Federal Court 
To Stop Poison Program 
The Humane Society of the U-
nited States and its California 
Branch have jointly asked the US 
District Court in Washington, DC, 
to permanently enjoin the Depart-
ment of the Interior from con-
tinuing its predator eradication 
program. . 
The predator eradication pro-
gram, operated by Wildlife Ser-
vices within the Bureau ofSports 
Fisheries and Wildlife, has 
gained notoriety in recent years 
because of its wide spread use 
of poisons and mechanical ex-
termination devices in south-
western and western states. 
: Although the eradication pro-
gram is aimed principally at the 
population, reports show that a 
number of other species not as 
viably tenacious as the coyote, 
are close to being completely 
exterminated. 
Evidence has reached the HSlS 
headquarters showing that the 
Western United States, in par-
ticular, has been saturated with 
poisons and mechanical killing 
devices. During a recent 5 year 
period, Western wildlife was sub-
jected to 1,160 tons of bait 
treated with "1080" (one of the 
most potent rodenticides); over 
(Continued on Page 2) 
Non-Profit Oft. 
U. S. POSTA&E 
PAID 
PERMIT No. 194 
s.cr-..to. Calif. 
No.1 
Burro Races Halted 
By Order of Court ________ _. ___ _ 
(Ed. note: The series of art-' 
icles appearing in this edition 
of California Humane News and 
Previews, reflect the circum-
stances and chain of events that 
recently took place concerning 
the running of the 18th Annual 
Wild Burro Race at Big Bear, 
California. The prime interest 
of intial HS DS-CB litigation was 
to immediately stop the illegal 
round-up and cruel exploitation 
of wild burros, leading ultimately 
to a permanent injunction against 
all future events of this type.) 
...,.._._ ---------- --~----
By Carl Yetzer 
Sun-Telegram Staff Writer 
July 16, 1971 
SAN BERNARDINO - Officials 
of the State Humane Society ob-
tained yesterday a temporary re-
straining order halting the wild 
burro races held in conjunction 
with the annual Old Miners Days 
celebration at Big Bear Lake. 
Attorneys for the society will 
appear again before Superior 
Court Judge Joseph T. Ciano 
July 29 to argue for a perman-
ent injunction preventing the 
event from being staged ever 
again. Ciano issued the temp-
oraryban. 
Tlie injunction request filed 
yesterday alleged numerous in-
stances of cruelty to the burros 
by those involved in the race, 
including the death of one jenny 
as she was giving birth while 
being kicked by spectators. 
The order is directed at the 
Big Bear Lake Chamber of Com-
merce and the Old Miners A-
ssociation, the two spwsors of 
the annual event and against 
George Chalk, who allegedly 
rounded up the burros from their 
desert habitat and trucked them 
to Big Bear for the event. 
The complaint include two af-
fidavits by veterinarians who said 
they observed wounds on the 
burros during the races held 
last August and a statement by 
a Humane Society officer who 
said that he observed numerous 
abuses of the animals duringthat 
same race. 
Humane Society Executive Di-
rector Herbert N. Martin said 
,his office decided to investigate 
the races last year after num-
erous complaints about cruelty 
reached his office in Sacramento. 
''We went to observe the races 
last year with the intent of ver-
ifying these complaints," he 
said, "and the abuses we saw 
were obvious. These burros are 
wild when they come off the 
desert. And they are not used to 
people, much less to being herd-
ed, roped, beaten or loaded down 
with packs:·, 
"They are brought in from the 
desert and brought up to very 
high altitudes sometimes 6,800 
feet. They are forced into crowd-
ed conditions. And they are made 
to submit by having their ears 
pulled, their tails twisted, and 
just all sorts of harassment." 
Martin said his investigators 
also found one female burro last 
year with a full udder and no 
offsping around her. "That could 
(Continued on page 4) 




Los Angeles Times Thurs., .July 
15, 1971 
Washington(AP)-The House In-
terior Committee approved Wed-
nesday a bill to protect all wild, 
free-roaming horse and burros 
on public lands. 
"Wild, free-roaming horses 
and burros are living symbols 
of the historic and pioneer spirit 
of the West" and" are fast dis-
appearing from the American 
scene," the bill states. 
The measure provides that in 
order to protect the animals from 
capture, branding, harassment or 
death, they are to be considered 
as an integral part of the nat-
ural ecological system of the 
public lands. 
The act provide s a maximum 
punishment of one year's im-
prisonment and a $2,000 fine 
for harming or selling any 
wild, free-roaming horse or 
burro or converting one to private 
use without authority. 
MORE ON 
Poison 
(Continued from page 1) 
3 million strychnine tab lest were 
dispersed throughout the coun-
tryside; nearly half a million 
cyanide charges were exploded 
in the faces of curious animals. 
With such a liberal application 
of lethal materials it is of no 
great surprise to note that coy-
oytes weren't the only creatures 
to die. A large number of skunks, 
racoons, babcats, badgers, foxes, 
eagles, domestic animals, pets 
and even several people have 
also fallen victim to the highly 
effective poison program. 
"Furthermore," said HS US 
Wildlife Expert Hal Perry, "we 
can only guess at how much 
1080 has been washed into 
streams and rivers and absorbed 
by the root systems of grass 
that is eventually eateh by cattle 
and sheep" . 
In its legal action to stop the 
program, the Humme Society of 
the United States charges that 
the preadtor eradication program 
is "a systematic, self-perpetu-
ating program of indescribable 
cruelties, willful torture and 
gratuitous destruction of thous-
ands of animals. 
Through the indescriminate 
and promiscuous use of lethal 
toxicants and traps, the program 
causes the needless suffering and 
death of masses of animals HSUS 
charges. 
The Humane Society of the US 
further charges that the pro-
gram as it is presently being 
executed is upsetting the ecolo-
gical balance by drastically re-
ducing the predator population. 
This lack of balance is evi-
denced by periodic increases in 
rodent population, the elimination 
of significant plant growth from 
large areas of land, and the 
pollution of water and atmos-
phere by lethal toxicants. 
"Perhaps the largest insult of 
this entire program,'' Perry 
said, "is the fact that it is tax-
payers' money that is footing the 
bill to kill taxpayers' animals 
on taxpayers' lands." 
By putting poisons on large 
areas of public grazing land, the 
Wildlife Services has violated 
sectioos of the Taylor Grazing 
Act that provide for the full 
movement and enjoyment on these 
_/ ..... 
_,/ 
RODEO. a. ..... 
One Society's Viewpoint 
Rodeo is big business in California, and in no place is it bigger 
than in Salinas. Local humane societies faced with the question 
of whether or not to continue supervising and defending cruelty 
to rodeo animals can take a lesson from the Monterey County 
Society for the Prevention ()f _Cruelty to Animals. 
Seeking public support for the annual Salinas Rodeo, promoters 
and sponsors asked the SPCA's Executive Director, Mrs. James L, 
(Gwen) May to send some uniformed humane officers to "supervise" 
the festivities. Mrs. May and the Monterey SPCA made the decision 
not to serve the interests of cruelty to rodeo animals and placed 
the following ad in the Monterey Peninsula Herald: 
Rodeos Cause Suffering 
Suffering Is Not Entertainment 
The Monterey County S.P.C.A. again registers its protest 
against the cruelties of many events in Rodeo. 
Suffering, cruelty and violence are basic to rodeos and 
will continue to be as long as the bucking strap and electric 
prods are used. 
Bucking horses and bulls are made to contort wildly 
by the pressure of a strap pulled to extreme tightness 
over sensitive parts of the body before they leave the 
chute. 
Electric Prods are applied to parts of the animals' 
bodies to make them appear wild. 
Small, frightened calves are violently thrown to the 
ground and tied by the legs. Steers are grasped by the 
horns, their heads twisted painfully, and forced to the 
ground. 
Injuries to the animals are possible. Fear is ever pres-
ent. Pain is inevitable. 
Rodeos are exhibitions of cruelty and suffering. 
The exploitation and suffering of animals, whether for 
monetary gain or not cannot be condoned. 
The Monterey CountyS.P,C.A. 
1002 Monterey-Salinas Highway 
Mailing Address: P .0. Box 1335, Monterey 
Telephone 373-2631 
A Few Questions 
* What is wrong with rodeos? 
Rodeos are a glamorized "so-
called sport" which is basically 
just a commercialized version 
of cruelty, involving several mil-
lion dollars in gate receipts every 
lands by the public and domestic 
animals, the suit charges. 
The Humane Society of the ,US 
also charges that Wildlife Ser-
vices is putting out poison on 
private land without the consent 
of the owners. 
HSUS contends that Wild-
life Services has failed in its 
responsibility to gather in for-
mation that justifies the extent 
of its program and that is has 
failed to conduct research tofind 
selective and humane methods 
of controlling predators. 
It also charges that employees 
of Wildlife Services conduct and 
expand animal eradication activ-
ities on their own initiative, with-
out previously determining the 
need and through active solicita-
tion of operators of public and 
private lands, which is directly 
in violation of departmental reg-
ulations. 
In investigating the program, 
the HSUS has learned that Wild-
life Services has failed to keep 
adequate records on the author-
ization, use, and location of poi-
sons, and mechanical extermina-
tion devices. 
ED. NOTE) A session devoted 
exclusively to Wildlife Eradica-
tion Programs - State and Fed-
eral, at the HSUS-CB 12th An-
nual conference will expound on 
this topic. Representatives of 
governmental agencies named in 
the mus suit have been invited 
to attend. 
And Answers 
year. Countless numbers of an-
imals are crippled and some are 
killed; many are tormented. 
* What is that strap around the 
flank of the horse? 
The strap, !mown as the buck-
ing or flank strap, is made of 
leather approximately two inches 
wide and sometimes (specifically 
at RCA rodeos) sheepskin lined. 
The strap has a catch similar 
to the quick-release catch used 
on airline safety belts. 
· *Why does the horse stop buck-
ing when the strap is removed? 
The strap is tightly cinched a-
round the animal in an area where 
there is no rib cage protection 
and an area which contains the 
large and small intestine and 
other vital organs. In the case 
of a gelding ( a neutered male) 
the strap is very likely to be 
tightened over the sheath of the 
penis. The horse stops bucking 
when the strap is removed or 
even loosened because pressure 
and pain on these sensitive areas 
is released. 
*How would the horse react 
without the strap around the 
flank? 
Probably in 98% of the cases, 
the horse would not buck at all 
but merely gallop across the 
arena. The horse might possibly 
lunge from the chute if it has 
been used often in rodeos. 
*Why do real cowboys refuse 
to ·allow their roping horses or 
pleasure horses to be used as 
bucking stock? 
Because the cowboy who has 
a roping horse or a pleasure 
horse has invested a great deal 
of money in his animal and he 
realizes that the bucking strap 
not only leads to pain, but very 
Annual Camp Pendleton Rodeo .. 
sponsored and promoted with 
funds from General Services ... 
your tax dollars! 
frequently to injury. No cowboy 
will allow a valuable roping horse 
or his pleasure horse to be used 
as a bucking horse in any buck-
ing contest. 
A major factor in stopping 
cruelty in rodeos, at least in 
California, would be the strict 
enforcement of this states anti-
cruelty laws. In this respect, the 
humane movement has been its 
own worst enemy for many years. 
Local humane societies have been 
duped into "supervising" rodeos 
by sending humane officers to see 
to it that no harm comes to the 
animals being used. It would 
make as much sense to send an 
officer to a slaughter house to 
see if any animals were being 
destroyed. The main events in any 
rodeo are inherently cruel! The 
whole rodeo show is centered 
around events which require the 
use of devices that make animals 
act as they would not normally 
act. 
The California Branch of the 
HSUS is trying to make people 
realize just what happens at ro-
deos. Through the use of photo-
graphs, and factual information 
gathered right where the event 
are taking place, we are proving 
to a growing number of people, 
and humane societies, that 
cruelty is cruelty no matter what 
commercial name it is given. 
Local humane society di-
rectors, take note: Does YOUR 
society supervise rodeos? 
Maybe you'd better take a sec-
ond look. ''Supervision" of ro-
deo cruelties implies support! 
Should you have any questions a-
bout your stand, Mrs. May will 
be present at the HSlJS-CB 12th 
Annual Conference in Burling-
ame. (see enclosed program-
Invitation to 
The Conference 
The 1971 HSUS-CB 12thAnnual 
Conference and Membership 
meeting will be held at the Burl-
ingame Hyatt House, 1333 Bay-
shore Highway, Burlingame Cal-
ifornia (located 16 . miles south 
of San Francisco) on Friday and 
Saturday September 24 - 25. 
Room reservations should be 
made directly with the hotel. ( 415) 
342-7741. 
A Conference RegistrationFee 
of $3.00 may be paid at the reg-
istration desk on Friday, Sep-
tember 24. ·It is not necessary 
to mail the fee in advance. No 
formal meal functions are plan-
ned this year. Conferees will be 
"on their own" for meals. Ad-
equate dining facilities are a-
vailable at the Hyatt House. 
The meeting format will bring 
together experts in major areas 
of animal welfare, as well as, 
representatives from several 
governmental agencies. Plan to 
participate and come prepared 
to share in what promises to be 
a lively work - shop session. 
This meeting is open to every-
one who is interested in the wel-
fare of animals. 
Cure Sought 
(Continued from page 1) 
that the members of this special 
committee are serious enough 
about the problem to work out a 
practical and humane solution. 
Dr. Ronald Hauge, Chairman 
of the group, and other committee 
members Will be present at the 
12th Annual Membership Meeting 
in Burlingame, togiveacomplete 
run down oo the progress made 




1971 CONFERENCE PROGRAM 
FRIDAY SE5SION - SEPTEMBER 24 
8:00 a.m. Reception- Registration (complimentary coffee) 
9:00 a.m. Corporation Business Meeting (HSUS-CB members) 
10:00 a.m. Humane Education - Panel Discussion - (Junior 
Humane Programs) FILM: "A Learning Place" (pro-








Humane Education - Panel Discussion 
General Programs - Questions and Answers 
Luncheon Break (open) 
Wildlife Session Number I - Predatory Animal Erad-
ication Programs - State and Federal. 
Moderator; Murdaugh Stuart Madden, HSUS General 
Counsel, Washington D.C, - (Panel Discussion) 
Coffee Break 
Wildlife Session Number ll - Wildlife Problems 
General Group Discussion. Representatives of Gov-
ernmental Agencies and Conservation Groups have 
been invited to attend and participate in both Wild-
life Sessions. 
Call for Suggestions to the Resolutions Committee 
Group Discussion. 
Recess 
FRIDAY EVENING SESSION 
8-10:30 p.m. Marquee Room- Sections C & D 
FILMS: Endurance Races - Burro Races - Wild 
Horses.& Mustangs 
(Group Discussion) 
SPECIAL FRIDAY EVENING SESSION Cypress Room 
8-10:30 p.m. LE;GAL WORKSHOP AND TRAINING SESSION 
Conducted by Murdaugh Stuart Madden, O.J. Ram-
sey, and William Kennedy. 
Please note: This Special Session is being held for the benefit 
of the legal representatives of local animal welfare groups. A 
report of this meeting will be given to Conferees during the Sat-
urday morning session. 
SATURDAY SESSION - SEPTEMBER 25 - MARQUEE ROOM -
Sections C & D 
8:30 a.m. Reception - Complimentary Coffee 
9:00 a.m. President's Message - John A. Hoyt, President 










Report on Friday Evening Special Session - Legal 
Workshop. Animal Protection Laws - Panel Dis-
cussion. 
Handling Cruelty Complaints - Investigations and 
Field Work. Panel Discussion - Questions and An-
swers 
Luncheon Break (open) 
Animal Welfare Act of 1970 - Guest Speaker J.H. 
Wommack, D.V.M. Veterinarian in Charge - u.s. 
Department of Agriculture, Sacramento - Question 
and Answer Period. 
Report and Panel Discussion on Activities of the 
Newly Formed Committee to study ways and means 
of dealing with the overpopulation of dogs and cats 
and related problems. Dr. Ronald T. Hauge, Co-
mmittee Chairman - President, Sacramento SPCA. · 
Panelists (members of the committee) 
Dr. T.B. Condon, Chm. CVMA Animal Population 
Control Committee; Dr. George Humphrey, Chief 
Veterinarian, California Department of Public Health; 
Mel L. Morse, Executive Director, Humane Society 
of Marin County; Robert I. Rush, General Manager, 
Department of Animal Regulation, Ci1yofLosAngeles. 
Coffee Break 
Legislative Session - General - Group Discussion 
Report of Resolutions Committee - Membership 
Action 
Adjournment 
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Photo: International Council Against Bullfighting 
If you are concerned about the bullfights that are shown over public television (channel 34, KMEX, 
Los Angeles; Channel 36, KGSC, San Jose) write letters of protest to the station, with carbon copies 
going to the Federal Communications Commission, Washington, DC, and The Humane Society of the 
United States, 16o4 K Street, NW, Washington, DC 20006. 
What Is A Bull Fight? 
(Excerpts taken from a ju-
dicial opinion issued by Justice 
Musmanno of the Supreme Court 
of Pennsylvania regarding the 
1968 case of The Pennsylvania 
SPCA vs. Bravo Enterprises.) 
" ... a bullfight ... is nothing less 
than an open air lyceum in the 
art of torturing helpless an-
imals." 
" ... a bullfight •.• is nothing less 
than an open air lyceum in the 
art of torturing helpless an-
imals." 
" ... a blare of trumpets and a 
beating of drums ... the animal 
tremblingly stumbles out, people 
yell and then strange bipeds a-
ttired in velvet pants and silk 
stockings, brandish red capes be-
fore the eyes of the affrighted 
animal, and when the helpless 
beast, fearing physical harm, 
charges in self-defense against 
his tormentors, the latter plunge 
metal spikes into his body. That 
is what is called a bullfight." 
in the 
American way of doing things 
that is universally recognized, 
invariably defended and const-
antly eulogized. That is fair play, 
but where is the fair play in a 
bullfight? A fight suggests o-
pposing forces somewhat reason-
ably balanced in might. But in 
a bullfight the animal has no 
chance. He is goaded, tantalized 
and lanced into a state of fury, 
and then, when the bull, in safe-
guarding his digni1y and, as he 
has reason to believe, his very 
life, countercharges, the brave 
matadors leap behind a fence 
or wall, and, once the bellowing 
beast has passed by, they re-
turn to the fray to plunge their 
pusillanimous prongs into the 
vitals of a dumb beast who had 
never done them harm and who, 
under the laws of nature, is en-
titled to enjoy the freedom of 
green fields, refreshing brooks, 
and playful companionship with 
other members of the bovine 
family." 
"A dogs life 
A Job Well Done 
Information on cock fighting 
activities throughout the state 
is being gathered by HSUS-CB 
Investigator Bernie Weller. As 
in the Pomona Valley and Los 
Angeles County raid, such in-
formation is being turned over 
to local humane societies for 
further action. Our congratula-
tions to Bruce Richards and the 
Pomona Valley Humane Society 
for using this information to 
carry out the biggest and most 
successful game-cock raid in 
West Coast history! 
From right to left: Jack Inman, 
HSUS Regional Representative, 
and Pomona Valley Humane So-
ciety Executive Director Bruce 
Richards, with one of the cap-
tured birds. (HSUS-CB staff 
photo) (See story on page 8 ) 
-The H8us offers a reward of 
$100 for information leading to . 
the arrest and conviction of any 
persons who promote or par-
ticipate in any organized pro-
gram of cock fights. 
a life of itself, nor is that of 
a bull, a horse or anyotherdumb 
creature. But he is at least 
entitled to non-molestation from 
thoes who ....... too gross to un-
derstand the rapture of music, 
too shallow to appreciate the 
beau1y of literature, to sluggish 
to respond to the drama and 
comedy of the theater, too apa-
thetic to excite over the whole-
some contest of ethics, too dull 
to comprehend the wizardry of 
painting and sculpture, must have 
their superficial natures titil-
lated by the bellowing of pain 





Dear Kindness Club, 
There have been many cases 
of animal poisoning where I live. 
I have a dog and a cat and am 
worried about them. What can I 
do? Yours, Maxine Pickford, 
Redwood Valley, California. 
Dear Maxine, 
First thing to do is keep your 
pets in your own yard, where 
they do not bother other people. 
Although there is something 
wrong with anyone who poisons 
a pet, such people have usually 
had a bad experience of being 
bothered by someone else's dog 
or cat. 
The Humane Society of the 
United States offers a standing 
. reward that you can print on a 
poster, or ask the newspaper 
to print, or both. You should also 
discuss this with your local hu-
mane society. The reward offer 
should read: 
' "The Humane Socie1y of the 
United States offers $300 for in-
formation leading to the arrest 
and conviction of any person who 
willfully poisons or attempts to 
poison any dog or cat." 
Of course you should also take 
any sick animal to a veterinarian 
immediately. If it has been 
poisoned, he will be able to find 
out what kind of poison it is. 
This will help him treat any other 
animals, and may help the police 
locate the poisoner. 
Your friends at the KINDNES\ 
CLUB 
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MORE ABOUT 
Race Halt 
(Continued from page 1) 
only meant that she had recently 
given birth and the young were 
left to die in the desert," he 
said. 
The complaint filed with the 
court specifically alleges: that 
the burros were dragged from the 
trucks and herded s'truggling into 
corrals in the China Gardens 
area, fitted with halters while 
being roped by men on bores-
back, forced into submission by 
youths who twisted their ears 
and tails. 
On several occasions, the com-
plaint states, when the burros 
lay down and refused to move, 
their mouths and nostrils were 
held until they couldn't breathe, 
forcing them to react by stand-
ing up. 
The complaint also alleges that 
on one occasion when a burro 
broke loose from the race and 
tried to escape towards the des-
ert, it was chased by horsemen 
who ran it to the point of ex-
haustion, roped it and dragged 
it back to the road. 
No rest or water were offered 
to the animal, the complaint a-
lleges, although the humans par-
ticipating in the race enjoyed 
refreshments. 
The race is considered the 
main event of the Old Miners 
Days celebration held in the Big 
Bear area each August. The e-
vent has been staged for 17 con-
secutive years. Officials of the 
two sponsoring organizations 
could not be reached yesterday 
for comment on the allegations 
of cruelty. 
Martin said the Humane So-
ciety was seeking to have the 
race halted permanently because 
"with the abuses we witnessed, 
we feel that it would be im-
possible for an event of the 
nature to be staged, even if do-
mesticated burros were used." 
A Brief 
Look Back 
With reference to the Fall, 
1970 edition of NEWS & PRE-
VIEWS . ••.••• 
Burro racing sounds pretty 
inocuous to the average person, 
but experience has shown the 
California Branch that most e-
vents involving the use of animals 
for entertainment purposes fre-
quently result in abuse and cruel-
ty. For this reason, Special In-
vestigator Bernard Weller was 
dispatched to cover several burro 
races, and their associated 'side 
shows', that were recently held 
in Southern California. 
Our purpose in attending these 
events was to document cruelty 
and observe how well the events 
were being supervised by various 
humane organizations. As the 
pictures we presented indicated, 
cruelty was clearly observed and 
recorded while the 'supervising' 
humane officers were present. 
As the official reports were 
. still being prepared for final 
presentation to proper legal au-
thorities, we were forced to limit 
our coverage of the case to the 
few pictures we presented. Our 
plan, however, was to seek an 
injunction against the continu-
ance of that type of event. Having 
taken our case to court, we now 
present the case in full to our 
members ... 
Old Miners Oppose Effort 
To Halt Burro Race Event 
By Alan Ashby 
Sun-Telegram Staff Writer 
July 20th, 1971 
BIG BEAR LAKE - Officials 
denied any mistreatment of wild 
burros during races cooducted 
during the Old Miners Days cel-
ebration and said they would o-
ppose an effort by the United 
States Humane Society to obtain 
a court order halting the event. 
If the court order should be 
issued, it would mean bankruptcy 
for the Old Miners Association, 
they said. 
Last week Humane Society off-
icials obtained a temporary re-
straining order from Superior 
Court Judge Joseph T. Ciano 
barring the Old Miners Associa-
tion from any further preparatioo 
for the race, scheduled this year 
on August 5-7. Judge Ciano set 
a hearing July 29 to consider 
arguments on whether he should 
issue injunction permanently 
banning the race. 
The Humane Society alleged 
numerous acts of cruelty or a-
buse have taken place during the 
race, and said they would back 
up that cootention with films taken 
during last year's race. The films 
will presumably be shown at the 
July 29 hearing before Judge 
Ciano. 
The race is the oldest and 
largest of the four wild burro 
races which are held in the u-
nited States. It is the principal 
event at the week-long Big Bear 
celebration, which is scheduled 
for its 18th year in the first 
week of August. 
indications at last year's race 
that it might be voluntarily dis-
continued. They only learned a 
few weeks ago that the race was 
again scheduled, they said. 
Beardsley dealt at length with 
the specific charges ofmistreat-
ment, contending every effort is 
made to protect the animals. 
The burros are trapped in the 
Nevada desert by luring them into 
a pen with a one-way entrance, 
then they are transferred to the 
Big Bear area. The contractor 
has been trapping the animals 
for the past two months, and they 
are fed continuously from the 
time they are captured, he said. 
This year for the first time 
the contractor has been instruc-
ted not to deliver any female 
burros, known as jennies. 
"Each year during the past 17 
years the Association has taken 
affirmation steps to see that the 
burros and wranglers are as safe 
and well-treated as it possibly 
can," he said. "For the past 
16 years two state humane offi-
cers have been in attendance spe-
cifically empowered with the 
right to arrest any person in-
juring or mistreating an animal. 
It is interesting to note that no 
such arrest or impounding was 
made during the 1970 race or any 
race within my recollection." 
The state humane officials are 
not affiliated with the U.S. or 
California Humane Society. 
Beardsley said he would sub-
poena Clyde Miles, the senior 
member of the humane officers, 
to testify on behalf oftheAssoci-
ation at the hearing July 29. 
"The rules of the burro race 
expressly provide for the dis-
qualification of any wrangler 
(contestant) who mistreats a 
burro or uses any device whereby 
the burro is cut or mutilated. 
This is strictly enforced. I re-
call a disqualification two years 
ago because a wrangler put a 
piece of metal in the tip of his 
lead rope. A wrangler runs 
approximately 44 miles for first 
prize money of $500, so· any 
advantage he tends to gain from 
mistreating a burro is nil. The 
winning wrangler will average 
a speed of seven miles an hour," 
he said. 
"Contrary to the Humane So-
ciety, we receive no particular 
pleasure from having an animal 
mistreated," he said. 
Beardsley acknowledged that 
an incident occurred in which a 
jennie was beaten by spectators, 
then gave birth and died. 
Policing policies since that 
inoident which occurred in 1964, 
have been "turned around," he 
said. 
Rumors that a similar incident 
occured last year are not true, 
he said. 
"Any animals cut or injured 
in any manner are treated when 
the injury is observed," he con-
tinued. "Until the past two 
years we've had a veterinarian 
in attendance. We've never re-
fused any request, reasonable or 
unreasonable, by the state hu-
mane officer or the vet." 
Dealing with a charge that the 
race constitutes a "public nui-
sance," Beardsley said that in 
the past three years the Old 
Miners celebration has attracted 





By PAT SHEERAN 
Sun-Telegram Staff Writer 
Tuesday, August 3, 1971 
BIG BEAR - A race using 
domesticated" burros is planned 
here this week during Old Miners 
Days, in place of the wild burro 
race halted yeaterday by an in-
junction issued bySuperior Court 
Judge Joseph T. Ciano. 
Frank L. Von Norman, presi-
dent of the Old Miners Asso-
ciation, sponsor of the annual 
celebration, said the organiza-
tion's attorney, Alvin W. Beard-
sley, informed the board of di-
rectors that the use of domes-
ticated burros would not violate 
the injunction. 
"These burros are so tame that 
it will take no effort on the part 
of the wranglers to move them 
around." Von Norman said. 
In addition, race rules have 
been changed to further protect 
the animals from a recurrence 
of charges that burros were the 
subject of hard roping, improp-
erly cinched pack saddles and 
mismanagement by wranglers. 
The association president said 
there will be no outriders or 
ropers, no pack saddles and there 
will be "strict enforcement" to 
see that the burros are not mis-
treated. 
"We absolutely won't tolerate 
any abuse of the animals," Von 
Norman said. 
He said he expectsdeliveryto-
day or tomorrow of about 40 
burros, some from Orange 
CountY and Knott's Berry Farm, 
and they are guaranteed "do-
mesticated and crowd-oriented.'' 
Speaking at a press conference 
yesterday morning at the Big 
Bear Lake Chamber of Comm-
erce, Alvin W. Beardsley, at-
torney for the Old Miners A-
ssociatioo, said the Humane So-
ciety charges are not true. 
"We doo't think this race is 
any more brutal to an animal 
than a horse being whipped six 
furloughs in a horserace atSanta 
Anita or the treatment given 
horses and livestock atarodeo," 
S e I 0 I d M • The decision to use the tame burros was made during a board pee I a I n 8 r of directors meeting yeaterday. 
The use of wild burros became M t • c d t d an issue last month when the ee 1ng on uc e ;::;n::pt;:i:dt~~~~~ 
he said. THE GRIZZLY 
If the injunction were to be Thursday, Aug, 5, 1971 
issued the association would face A public meeting has been 
bankruptcy, he said. called by Frank Von Normann, 
"We can't understand why the president of Old Miners Assn., 
Humane Society apparently made for Mooday evening, Aug. 9, !l.t 
a thorough investigation of the 7:30 p.m. It will be held at Big 
.1970 race, but registered no com- Bear Lake Middle School. 
plaint with the Old Miners Com- The community, Von Normann 
<mittee. Nor have they made any said, must show its interest or 
cootact, request or demand that concern over the future of Old 
the 1971 race not go on. Ex- Miners Days and must give ex-
tensive preparatioos for the 1971 pression to Attorney Alvin 
celebratioo got under way as Beardsley to assist him in his 
early as January, 1971. A sub- answer to the lawsuit on Aug. 
stantial number of cootracts have 13. 
been let, most of which are "My answer to the lawsuit," 
·noo-recoverable. The spoosors Beardsley said, "Must be either 
of the individual burros pay for a denial or admittance of the 
advertising, and if there is no ad- charges. If they are denied, a 
vertising, they deserve their trial date will be set which can 
mooey back. The budget of the be as much as 18 months in the 
Old Miners celebration is now furture. Should we win the case 
running between $15,000 and at that time, suit can then be 
:$16,500 annually," he said. instituted to recove damages in 
Beardsley noted there are only the amount of the $5000 bond 
rseven days between the hearing set by Judge Joseph Ciano. 
land the scheduled start of the Decision of Directors 
race, which would sharply limit "A denial will depend upoo 
:the time available for an appeal the opinion of the Old Miners 
~Judge Ciano issues the injunc- Board of Directors as spokes..: 
t10n. He would appeal such a men for the community as to 
decision, however, he added. whether it wishes to proceed with 
Humane Society officials told the burro derby in any form." 
the Sun-Telegram last week that Failure to answer the lawsuit 
I they did not seek the injunction on Aug. 13 is admittance of the 
earlier becausetheyhadreceived allegations, in which case the 
permanent injunction is won by 
"default", so to speak, Beards-
ley explained, and added that 
no monies would be collectable 
as damages in this circumstance. 
Today's race isundertheclose 
scrutiny of Herbert Martin, ex-
ecutive officer of the California 
Humane Society and plaintiff in 
the lawsuit, and his associates. 
All were invited as guests of 
Cal-Pine Lodge by Attorney and 
Mrs. Alvin Beardsley. Also in 
attendance as veterinarian will 
be Dr. David Savage of Big Bear 
City who cancelled a vacation 
trip to attend the burros over 
the race course. 
Veterinarian Volunteers 
Without the assistance of Dr. 
Savage, Beardsley said, ''the 
race could not have been run. 
He volunteered his services in 
full recognition of the potential 
injury to the Old Miners Assn. 
should no veterinarian be avail-
able. While his testimony attrial 
reflected his sincere concernfor 
the health and well being of wild 
burros, his assistance to the 
committee has made the race a 
possibility this year." 
On Tuesday morning, Judge 
Joseph Ciano, presiding judge 
at the trial, advised Attorney 
Beardsley that unless Dr. Sav-
age was given supervisorial au-
thority, the running of the race 
would be an impossibility. 
tained a temporary restraining 
order preventing their use be-
cause of "widespread cruelty" 
documented during the 1970 race. 
Humane officers took still and 
motion pictures as evidence of 
raw wounds on the burros' flanks 
and noses, which were apparently 
caused by improper tightening of 
straps by wranglers who race 
the animals over a 43 mile course 
in two and ooe half days. 
The films were shown during 
a two-day hearing last week seek-
ing an injunction against the race. 
Two veterinarians testified for 
the humane society, stating that 
ihe use of wild burrs unaccus-
tomed to civilization is cruel and 
unnecessary. 
'One of the witnesses, Dr.Rob-
ert H. Packard, college ve~er­
inarian at Cal-Poly, Pomona, 
said he could not approve of a 
burro race unless domesticated 
and trained animals were used, 
veterinarians were in attendance 
and handler s or wranglers were 
trained to manage the burros 
properly. 
Von Norman said the Old 
Miners Association was in 
contact with the humane society 
and they were "complimentary" 
about changes in the race. Offic-
ials asked to be present during 
the running of the race. Thursday 
to Saturday, and VooNorman said 
he told them they were welcome. 
NOTES 
In accord with our long s1anding policy to cooperate with other 
animal welfare groups whenever possible, we invited two other 
organizations to join us in our suit to stop the abuse of burros 
used in races at Big Bear. It seemed logical to us that the local 
society, The San Bernardino Valley Humane Sociecy, a new organi-
zation might want to help and that the Los Angeles SPCA, which 
had observed the 1970 race and similar races for the preceeding 
14 or 15 years, would want to help. 
We are happy to announce that the S.B.V.H.S. did authorize and 
request that we announce in court their full support. Joyce Martin, 
a board member of the San Bernardino Society was most helpful 
to us in pre-trial work and was in attendance throughout the two 
day trial. On the other hand, we were disappointed to receive from 
the attorney for the Los Angeles SPCA the following letter which 
was addressed to our attorney: 
._A ... :.<'<""ICE.S 
KNAPP. GILL. HIBBERT & STEVENS -#..-~~ "'-, ~~ .IO~!~~~,;f';>ILL .I,. ,'J.', ~- ' ,,:.::r-
.,.. ·. ;.; '::~ ::- . f·?,. ,_. 825 CITY "'"-T10NAi.. EIA._I\ SlJILOI,..:; 
606 SOl..-'-' CL'"E STRE.CT 
.. -. ,.- ., ., -.: '- ~-:; 3:-•.o.•, 
D =- · -t.=.:.· -.• ,:.::.s;.., LOS ANGELES 9·::l014 . .... <:· ·'-'" .. ;.<._.- :.-:,-:,-o; TE:LI:P .. O"'t C:':> ,;;,2-·f\4-. 
'., •.'·· ~GH GORDON - •• ::.·~1- -, 1- :;.-:;::;AN ~<.'"'"-"" -;, J01JES 
O..;A (ID P C:H<:USTIANSON JL\;, ~:C, J.S/'1 ' .. 4• 
.. ~~~ ~~/ ~ 
··~- ~~ 
Joseph Ramsey, Esq. 
1007 - 7th Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 
~ 
RE: Old Miners Burro Race 
Dear Mr. Ramsei: 
Our client, the Los Angeles Society for the Prevention 
of Cruelty to Animals has for a number of years observed the 
Old Miners Burro Race held annually in August in San Bernardi~o 
County. 
We are advised that the Humane Society of the United 
States has secured a temporary order restraining the Association 
from conducting the race and that a hearing on the application 
for a permanent injunction is set for July 29. 
It is the present thinking of the Los Angeles SPCA 
that any decision relative to observing the race this year 
should be deferred until after the hearing on the 29th. 
\Je ••ill, of course, watch the proceedings with interest. 
If there is any further info~ation relative to the conduct 
of the race that you feel we should know of, please advise. 
Yours very truly, 
· P:irwi~/IU~ 
B; RICHARD MARSH 
BRH:jm 
George ~1. Crosier 
Executive Vice President 
L.'s .-\:>geles SPCA 
lniunction Against 
Burro Race Studied 
(By Pat Sheeran, Sun-Telegram 
Staff Writer, July 30, 1971) 
SAN BERNARDINO - Defense 
testimony begins today in Super-
ior Court on whether a permanent 
injunction should halt the wild 
burro race held annually during 
Old Miners Days at Big Bear 
Lake. 
Two officials of the California 
chapter of the Humane Society of . 
the U.S. testified yesterday on 
alleged mistreatment and cruelty 
to the burros during last year's 
race. 
A temporary restraining order 
directed against the sponsoring 
organizations, the Old Miners 
Association and the Big Bear 
Lake Chamber of Commerce, was 
obtained July 15 by the Humane 
Society and halted all plans for 
the race. 
Big Bear officials have said 
that if a court order halts the 
race, now in its 18th year, it 
would mean bankruptcy for the 
Old Miners Association. Ac-
cording to evidence yesterday, 
the organization has lost money 
since at least 1968. 
The hearing before Superior 
Court Judge JosephT,Cianocon-
tinued today at 10:30 a.m. 
The burro race, principal event 
in the week-long celebration in 
the mountain communicy, was 
scheduled to begin next Thursday. 
Herbert N. Martin, Humane So- · 
ciecy executive director, and 
Bernard M. Weller, a humane of-
ficer, told the court they took 
both still and motion pictures 
of the event last year. The film 
and prints were entered into 
evidence today. 
Weller said the movie film 
showed alleged wounds on the 
animals due to improper halter 
and pack tightening and claimed 
they were caused by careless 
handling of the confused animals. 
Alvin W. Beardsley, attorney 
for the Old Miners Association, 
said the film did not give a true 
representation of the size of the 
wounds. 
Also testifying for the Humane 
Sociecy were Dr. Robert H. Pack-
ard, college veterinarian at Cal-
Poly, Pomona, and Dr. David E. 
Savage, a Big Bear veterinarian 
who said he had longdisapproved 




The following statments were 
copied verbatum from depos-
itions filed by expert witnesses 
in support of the HSUS-CB pe-
tition for a permanent injunction 
against the Wild Burro Race at 
Big Bear, California. All of the 
witnesses were commenting on an 
HSUs-CB film of the 1970 event, 
which was placed in the hands of 
the court as prima facie evidence 
of cruelty to animals. 
ALICE DEGROOT, BS,MS,DVM-
Doctor DeGroot noted the fol-
lowing; 
1/Improper handling: For ex-
ample, dragging of untrained an-
imals. 
1/Improper handling: For ex-
ample, dragging of untrained an-
imals. 
2/ Improper use of equipment: 
For example, the cinch straps 
should have been placed farther 
forward on the animals;thefilms 
showed that the packs were cyp-
ically placed too far posterior 
on the animals' backs allowing 
for pressure trauma to occur. 
3/Improper confinement of an-
imals; For example, the animals 
in too small holding pens. 
4/Improper care of tired an-
imals: For example, the animals 
were penned during rest periods 
in such close quarters that they 
could not even lay down. 
5/Improper loading procedure; 
For example, dragging animals 
up loading ramps in such a fash-
ion as to produce injury. 
Lesions clearly depicted .in 




It is my professional opinion 
from viewing the film that the 
obvious abuses to which the 
burros are subjected in this event 
are such that the event should 
cease in its existence. 
David E. Savage, DVM --
accrediated veterinarian by the 
United States government. 
In my opinion, this is a brutal 
an unhumane use of a gentle 
and harmless creature. This 
spectacle is primarily to bring 
tourists and money to this area. 
I believe ther e are sufficient 
attractions in the Big Bear Val-
ley to amply entertain these vis-
itors and this burro race isn't 
necessary and should be stopped. 
Those not filing depositions but 
testifying on the stand, concur 
with the above stated testimoney. 
Robert Packard, DVM; 5 
months as a meat inspector; 5 
years with a mixed practice; 
10 years with the State Depart-
ment of Agricultrue Bureau of 
Animal Health; now College Vet-
erinarian for all livestock and 
lab animals at California State 
Polytechnical Universicy (po-
mona) 
Leonard Larson, DVM 
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Off And Running Anyway 
Court ''Tames'' Old 
Minor Burro Race 
THE GRIZZLY 
Thursday, Aug. 5, 1971 
ByARRA MOON 
At 9 a.m. this morning, the 
18th annual race of "man team-
ed with beast" got under way. 
Thircy - six "people oriented" 
burros led by 36 thoroughly in-
doctrinated wranglers sped or 
walked (depending on the burro) 
away from the starting line to 
begin the same 43-mile course 
through the Valley followed in 
the last three years. 
The occasion was marked by 
one difference. The burros were 
tame, not wild, due to a temp-
orary restraining order against 
the use of wild animals in the 
event upheld by Judge Joseph 
Ciano in a decision handed down 
last Monday morning. The pro-
nouncement followed two days of 
)learings last Thursday and Fri-
day on the complaint brought by 
the U.S. Humane Society, Cal-
ifornia Branch. 
Judge Ciano, in remarks fol-
lowing testimony from witnesses 
called by both sides in the con-
troversy, said that he deplored 
the timing of the Humane So-
ciety in securing the injunction 
only two weeks before the start 
of the race, giving false hope to 
Attorney Alvin Beardsley, rep-
resenting the Old Miners Assn. 
and witnesses, that he would lift 
the order pending trial on a per-
manent injunction at a later 
date. The judge added, however, 
his remarks, that he was greatly 
concerned over the cruelty ex-
hibited in a film introduced as 
evidence in the case. 
In rendering the reverse de-
cision, Judge Ciano stated that 
''based upon the evidence and 
affidavits presented, I find the 
Wild Burro Derby to be a public 
nuisance which should be en-
joined for the benefit of the public. 
The preliminary injunction is 
granted upon condition that the 
U.S. ·Humane Society, California 
Branch, post a liability bond in 
the amount of $5000 before 10 
a.m. Wednesday, Aug. 4." The 
bond would, of course, be posted 
immediately by the plaintiff, 
Beardsley said. 
DOCTORS ~TIFY 
Testifying for the Humane So-
ciety's allegations of "cruel and 
inhumane treatment'' of the wild 
burros used in the race, as well 
as it's being a "public nuisance" 
were Herbert Martin, executive 
officer of the California Humane 
Sociecy; Bernard Weller, special 
investigating officer; Dr. Robert 
Packard, veterinarian from Cal-
Poly College; and Dr. David Sav-
age, Big Bear Cicy veterinarian. 
Both doctors concurred in their 
testimony that "in no way could 
wild animals, unused to people 
and vehicles, be placed in such 
an event under such circum-
stances and forced to perform 
without cruel and inhumane treat-
ment.'' 
Weller testified that he came to 
the race in August of 1970 on 
orders from his superior, Mar-
tin, to secure film strips of the 
race. Martin was called in to 
assist in the filming, Weller 
said, when he realized that it was 
"more than I could handle alone." 
Martin testified that the matter 
had been brought to his atten-
tion earlier in July of 1970. 
Neither man made his official 
presence apparent at the 1970 
race. 
WI'INESSES CALLED 
Frank Von Normann, president 
of Old Miners; Keith Nichols 
president in 1970; Bob Gilligan, 
1 winner of first place several 
times in the race; Gloria Holt, 
Arra Moon, and a Mr. Dejon-
heere were called by Beardsley 
as witnesses for the defense. 
Clyde Miles, SPCA officer in 
attendance at the race every 
year for the past 15 years, was 
not available for service of sub-
poena. The SPCA is not connected 
with the California Humane So-
ciecy. 
In his summation, Beardsley 
stated that the timing of the in-
junction was deliberately set to 
make impossible the running of 
the race and that it had created 
an almost insurmountable hard-
s'hip on the Old Miners Assn., 
already contracturally com-
mitted to an approximate $6000 
at the time of the restraining 
order's issuance, leaving the a-
ssociation facing bankruptcy. 
. CHANG~ MADE 
In making every effort to con-
cur with the letter of the law in 
the running of the 1971race, out-
riders and ropers, strongly ob-
jected to in the allegations, were 
eliminated as unnecessary in the 
case of domestic animals. Back 
packs, also a point of the "in-
humane" allegations, were also 
omitted. Blankets, bearing the 
names of sponsors, are the only 
fitting for the animals except 
for baiters and lead ropes. 
The race is under the close 




Hearings have been scheduled 
for the end of September to de-
termine the status of the HSUS-
CB injunction to permanently halt 
the use of burros (wild and do-
mesticated) in future Old Miners 
festivities. 
The intital success of our suit 
has been due in no small part 
to the dedicated and agressive 
efforts of our legal counsel, O.J. 
Ramsey, ofSacramento. The Cal-
ifornia Branch feels sincerely 
fortunate in having been able to 
obtain the services of such a 
qualified and motivated attorney 
to represent us. 
We would like to reiterate at 
this point the fact that our vic-
tory is not yet complete. The 
merchants and race promoters 
of the Big Bear community have 
banded together, pledging to fight 
for the return of Wild Burro 
Races. Our success in stopping 
this obviously cruel event de-
pends on how our members, and 
animal lovers in general respond 
when we pass the hat. Any legal 
action is expensive, especially 
when drawn out for any period 
of time. Your past support has 
helped us get this far. Your 
continued financial support is 
desperately needed at this time 
to clinch this precedent-setting 
case. A victory now substantially 
enhances our position for suc-
cessful legal action in thefuture. 
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(From - THE GRIZZLY 
Thursday, Aug. 5, 1971 
Arra Moon's column 
"Moon-Go-Round'') 
JUDGE JOSEPH CIANO .••• a 
household word in Big Bear Val-
ley by now ... is, at close to 70 
(we were told), the SENIOR 
DOUBLES TENNIS CHAMPION 
OF California ..•• and he looked 
every inch the part .... tall, slen-
der, handsomer than ANY ten-
nis player I've ever seen. As 
a matter of fact that trial was 
a STUDY in handsome men .•• 
DR. ROBERT PACKARD, 
extremely knowledgable and elo-
quent veterinarian and teacher 
from Cal-Poly had us nearly 
in tears at the plight of the 
WILD BURRO .•• and believing 
every word of it as we did the 
words of DR. SAVAGE ... and won-
dering how we could have ever 
NOT thought of what they were 
telling us. 
It was the first trial I have 
ever attended, and my pride in 
the judicial system of this country 
took a new surge. One cannot 
sit in a court of this size and 
importance, listen to the eti-
quette of two fine attorneys A~ 
VIN BEARDSLEY and JOE RAM-
SEY, without feeling that justice 
HAS to be done in the midst 
of all that eloq1,1ence and court-
esy. I almost found myself lik-
ing the cause of our pain •• HER-
BERT MARTIN. He, I. guess, 
was only doing his job .•. ! guess. 




(Cont. from pg. 5) 
ological Sciences, specializing in 
Eremology (study of desert flora 
and fauna) Prof of Zoology and 
head of Biological Svienved de-
partment at Riverside City Col-
lege from 1921 to 1954. Now 
Prof. Emeritus. 
It is absolutely clear that, in 
general, the animals were sub-
jected in this event to at least 
three days of constant terror 
and pain. In may opinion, the 
event was the height of cruel-
ty and abuse. I know that these 
animals experience fear as well 
as pain and, in my opinion, one 
is as cruel as the other. 
The specific abuses I saw were 
almost too numerous to mention. 
The animals were almost uni-
formly run down and in bad con-
dition even before the race be-
gan. The packs were all cinched 
improperly, causing the deep 
wounds shown repeatedly at the 
front and the back of the barrel 
of the burros. The cinches were 
in the wrong places and too 
tight. The twisting of ears and 
tails is cruel and unnecessary. 
The burros were kept in pens 
where they could not rest; un-
like the horse, the burro rests 
lying down. The burro is a clean 
animal. The pen the burros were 
Minor Miracle Show 
Goes On As Scheduled 
THE GRIZZLY 
Thursday, Aug. 5, 1971 
Despite lawsuits, confusion and 
rumors, the 18th annual Old 
Miners Days are alive, well and 
heading for a fun-fulled wind-up 
Sunday. 
Efforts by the Humane Society 
to block the race and the on-
again-off-again status and the a-
ttending speculation was finally 
settled in court Monday. The end 
result was that the race ( at 
least at this Tuesday writing) 
is scheduled to begin this morn-
ing with 36 wranglers ready to 
commence the three day, 41-mile 
trek this morning from Boulder 
Bay at 9 a.m. 
Domesticated burros have been 
imported for the race, which 
will be closely watched by spec-
tators and Humane Society of-
ficials. 
$500 await the fastest wrangler 
who brings his burro across the 
finish line at the Elks Club. 
Expected time of arrival for the 
winning entry is 10 a.m. Sat-
urday morning. 
While most of the attention has 
been focused on the pre-race 
antics, a full Old Miner agenda 
is on tap featuring traditional 
events, plus a couple of new 
touches added. 
The "old" will include the 
nightly presentation of "Dead-
wood Dick," powder puff derby, 
children's events at Meadow 
Park, adult games and contests 
(latter two on Saturday), and the 
parade Sunday. 
The new features will include 
a concert Saturday night at the 
high school gym and an Old 
Miners fair. 
The fair will feature 10 booths 
manned by local civic organiza-
tions. Located next to the sher-
iff's station, the event opens to-
night and continues through Sun-
day. Added attractions include a 
gold panning contest and rides 
on the Stanfield stage. 
More than 100 entrants will 
participate in Sunday's parade, 
featuring 27 floats created by 
local groups. 
Food will be available to hung-
ry Old Miners, dances are plan-
ned for those who want to give 
that a whirl .... and much, much 
more. 
One Man's Opinion 
On Burro Events 
(From "The Grizzly" - July 
22, 1971, Gil Chesterton's column 
"NOT SPLINTERS .•• just chips") 
The boss will return tomorrow 
from his vacation trek to the 
northern wilds, so next week he 
can have his old spot back to 
complete his Moon-Go for page 
two honors. But, before re-
linquishing this space, your 
summer replacement (gads, that 
sounds like a TV show) will offer 
some parting shots while he still 
has a chance to fire away. 
All you ever wanted to know 
about the Inhumane Society but 
The HSUS offers a standing 
reward of $1,000 for information 
leading to the arrest and con-
viction of any wholesale dealer 
in dogs or cats who knowingly 
buys or otherwise procurs any 
sJ;Qlen._an~L 
kept in, particularly on the sec-
ond night was filthy. Their waste 
had to mix with their water 
supply. 
In my opinion there is no way 
to eliminate the terror and pain 
from such a spectacle ... even with 
domesticated burros. The event 
is a complete misrepresentation 
of the heritage used as an ex-
cuse to justify it; no prospector 
would treat his animals with any-
thing but the utmost consid-
eration. The event brutalizes the 
public, andparticularlythe child-
ren, whose exposure to this tor-
ture was particularly apalling. 
were afraid to ask dept.; Isn't it 
amazing that the Inhumane people 
waited until July 15 to drop an 
H-bomb on the National Burro 
Race, without a warning to Old 
Miners officials? The proposed 
race ban will have its day in 
court next Thursday, only six 
days before the great chase is 
scheduled to start. 
The JnhumaneSocietydirector, 
Herbert Martin, has been quoted 
as saying that the issue was first 
brought to the group's attention by 
a Los Angeles Times feature 
story on the wild burro round-up 
on the Nevada desert. Martin's 
Inhumane Society decided to in-
vestigate the burro derby last 
year and dispatched observers 
to gather evidence of abuse to 
the animals. 
The Times article was pub-
lished last Aug. 2. The race was 
staged the same week. By any-
one's calendar, these events 
transpired nearly a year ago .. 
Why, we would like to ask Mr. 
Martin, did his organization wait 
until less than a month before the 
event to seek a court injunction 
to halt the race? This type of 
delaying tactic is hitting below 
the belt- the Old Miner's money 
belt. Irrevocable financial com-
mitments (trophies, ribbons, 
burro contracts, race equipment) 
have been made, ones that Old 
Miners officials can't void. This 
could bankrupt this year's OM 
budget. 
Two bad the Inhumane Society 
isn't as concerned about the wel-
fare of people (Old Miners) as 
it is about the poor burro. 
So, in honor of their fair play 
tactics in this case, the Inhumane 
Society is bestowed with the 
" Southend - of - a - Burro -
Going - North " award. 
Aircraft Employed to 
Capture Wild Horses 
The paper said, "Untamed wik we are reprinting some of his 
mustangs of the Eastern Oregon comments to the INTER-
desert have been corraled and NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE 
rodeo performers are paying en- PROTECTION OF BURROS AND 
trance fees today." That was all MUSTANGS. 
the information needed to spur "Last summer the Anderson 
our rbving investigator, Bernard brothers of Beatty, Oregon, read-
Weller, north towards Klamath ily admitted that they used an 
Falls, Oregon. airplane to bring in horses ... 
Two questions burned in his We discussed this freely while 
mind as he made the trip; how I taped our conversations ....... 
were the animals being captured, - From the plane I walked past 
and what sort of treatment would a pickup truck and noticed the 
they receive during and after unused shotgun shells and some 
the rodeo. The answer to at other articles that had been taken 
least one of his questions lit- out of the wreckage .... " Dr. Slo-
erally fell from the sky. As cum's letter included apictureof 
reported in the Lakeview, those very articles. Pictures 
Oregon, NEWS-REVIEW of May taken by officer Weller, bear 
20th, 1971: out what the good doctor men-
"Two southern Oregon men tioned about shot gun shells. The 
were killed Wednesday in the 
crash of their light plane in east-
ern Lake County ...... Both were 
herding wild horses into a cor-
ral in Guano Canyon when the 
crash occured." 
There it was, positive proof .. 
including photographs ... of an ob-
viously intentional violation of 
Public Law 86-234 which pro-
hibits the use of airplanes in 
the pursuit and capture of wild 
horses and burros on public 
lands. When localfederalauthor-
ities were advised of the matter, 
they showed no real concern. 
In fact, no action at all was 
taken. Why? It could not be a 
lack of evidence, as even local 
periodicals had ~hotog:r.aphs of 
the plane, and identified the area 
in which it crashecf. .- · 
What kind of treatment were 
the horses receiving after they · 
had been captured? Dr. Roger L. 
Slocum, of Fullerton, California, 
was in the area finishing up with 
his colored documentary film 
entitled OUR VANISHING WILD 
HORSES. Without any qualms, 
whatsoever, the horses' captors 
let Dr. Slocum take pictures""bf 
the animals, ask questions, etc. 
With Dr. Slocum's permission, 
picture above clearly shows 
marks made by shot guns fired 
at close range. To further con-
firm this piece of evidence, noted 
mustange authority, WILD 
HORSE ANNIE remarked ........ 
"other captured animals I have 
seen have the same appearance 
as a result of the blasts of 
shot levelled at them at close 
range to keep them bunched and 
running.'' 
Evidence gathered by Bernie 
Weller, and others on the scene 
has been forwarded to HSUS head.:. 
quarters, Washington, DC, for 
tentative legal action. 
The Klamath Falls rodeo went 
on as scheduled, and was just as 
wild and cruel as the promoters 
promised. Where did the animals 
go after the rodeo was over? 
We have no proof, but our guess 
is that they ended up in cans 
as pet food. Tragic is the only 
word that fits this situation. We 
must concur with both Dr. Slo-
cum and Wild Horse A.•mie, 
"there just are not enough Wild 
Ones to last long.'' Your sup-
port of 8.1116 and H.R. 5375 
could help the situation. But 
then, even minimal supportofthe 
laws already written would help 
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California 
Legislation 
Setback Suffered by 
Animal Care Center 
SB- 50 Rodda Killed in Committee 
Proposal to prevent use of live animals in school experiments. 
SB - 81 Nejedly Signed by Gov. July 1st. 
Makes technical changes in language of section 597t of penal code. 
SB - 133 Nejedly Signed by Gov. Jan. 28th 
Excludes laboratories from provisions of cat spay law. 
SB - 243 Lagomarsino Sent to Gov. Aug. 6th 
Provides for teaching of Conservation Education in grades 1-12. 
SB - 297 Marks, et al Signed by Gov. June 15th 
Established Farallon Islands Game Refuge. 
SB - 377 Behr Dropped by author 
Prohibits use of dogs in killing of mountain lioos. 
SB - 701 Nejedly Assembly Natural Resources .. no date 
Prohibits use of mechanical devices to lure game for pleasure 
killing. 
·sB- 722 Behr Assembly Natural Resources ... no date 
Widely supported Tule Elk bill. Needs public support for final 
passage. 
SB - 921 Way Assembly Ways & Means ... no date 
Provides for detainment and destruction of animals unfit for 
human consumption due to pesticides, poisons, etc. in body. 
SB - 1018 Stiern Signed by Gov. Aug. 5th 
Limits number of days animals may be left with vet after owners 
given notification that animal may be taken home. 
AB - 455 Chappie Senate Finance .. no date 
Places restrictions on use of motorized vehicles around animals. 
AB - 660 Dunlap Senate Finance .. no date 
Much amended mountain lion bill. Needs public support for final 
passage. 
AB - 674 Chappie Senate floor, 2nd reading 
Establishes requirements for appointment of humane officers. 
AB - 917 Duffy Senate floor, 3rd reading 
Regulates use of drugs on horses in competitioo. 
AB - 935 Powers 
Legalizes dog racing. 
Sent to interim study 
AB - 1161 Ryan Senate Natural Resources, Sept 20th. 
Prohibits use of steel-jawed traps. 
AB - 1162 Ryan Senate Natural Resources, Sept. 20th. 
Prohibits the taking of seals. 
AB - 1693 Belotti Held in Jud. Committee 
Allows for legal destruction of dogs attacking human beings. 
AB- 2306 Wood Dropped by author 
Provides that schools will teach Conservation Education. 
AB - 2448 Z 'berg Dropped by author 
Makes special provisions for areas set aside as wildlife refuges. 
AB- 2815 Karabian To enrollment 
Prohibits the use of dogs in pursuing bears out of season. 
AB- 2906 Dunlap Held in Ways & Means 
Prohibits the use of poisons in taking animals. 
AB - 2924 Chacon Dropped by author 
Creates State Board of Animal Treatment Affairs. 
AB- 3011 Pierson Held in Ways and Means 
Restricts use and handling of poisons. 
AB- 3074 MacDonald Dropped by author 
Prevents the Dept. of Fish and Game from eradicating California 
Wildlife in conjunction with the US Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Fresno Hosts 
3-Day Seminar 
We had hoped to be able to 
announce the opening of our des-
perately needed Orange County 
emergency animal rescue-care 
center. Those hopes and plans 
suffered a severe setback, how-
ever, at a July 27th meeting of 
the Anaheim City Council. 
For the past several months, 
HSUS-CB staff members Herb 
Martin and Bernie Weller spent 
many man-hours searching for 
a suitable building, working over 
plans for the interior, locating 
equipment suppliers, arranging 
financing on the property, and 
submitting detailed plans to the 
City Planning Department. This 
loog and tedious procedure is 
required in order to get the nee-
Fresno recently played host to e~sary approval from the Plan-
a three day seminar of humane nmg Department, Planning Co-
education and shelter manage- mmi~~ion, and finally the City 
ment techniques. The April con- c_ounc1l. Only when and if all 
ference was one of a series of g~v.e the "go-ahead", is a Con-
such seminars being held across d1t10nal Use Permit issued. 
the nation, and was presented by Pr~spects for a mid-September 
the National Humane Education openmg of the facility looked 
Center, under the auspices ofthe brig~t aftertheCaliforniaBranch 
Humane Society of the United .rece1~ed the "okay" from both 
States. Plannmg Department and Plann-
The purpose behind the semin- ing Commission. Tragedy struck, 
ars, explained HSUS President however, in the form of neigh-
John Hoyt, is to make local or- bors who had been misled into 
ganizations aware of the infor- believing that there would be an 
mation and services available to odor and noise problem. Despite 
them through the HSUS and to assurances from HSUS-CB Ex-
encourage closer cooper~tion be- ecutive Director Herb Martin, 
tween the local societies them- tha~ the entire operation would 
selves. Mr. Hoyt summed up his be md~rs, ~bus eliminating co-
remarks in this area saying mmun1ty nmse and odor prob-
"We are not asking y~u to giv~ lems, the City Council denied the 
us your mailing lists, or any- S?~iety's application for a Con-
thing else. What we are asking d1bonal Use Permit on the prop-
is how can we help you to do erty. 
your job better." Needless to say, the Council's 
Guided by Phyllis Wright, Ex- action _in denying the permit was 
ecutive Director of the National ~ tragic blow fo,t: the animals 
Humane Education Center wat- m Orange County. Animals that 
erford, Virginia, cooferee~ dis- are multiplying by the thousands 
cussed difficulties most common with little or no prospect of be-
to shelter management, including ing picked up and housed in a 
field operations, investigations decent manner, or of finding a 
animal care, publicity and publi~ home where they will be cared 
relations. for properly. Animals that lie 
Hal Perry, noted Southwest helplessly injured in the streets 
wildlife authority, and recently while one agency stands idly by 
appointed Wildlife Represent- and says, "Its not in our juris-
ative, took the helm for the diction, call so-and-so", or «we 
final day of discussions and don't have any medical facilities 
detailed the HSUS's e~sion for treating emergency cases", 
of activity into wildlife problems. or "take it to a private vet-
Vivid video presentations intro- erinarian yourself," (Where Up-
duced all to the horrors of the on the good samaritan who picks 
uncontrolled use of poisons, ~e injured animal and transports 
traps, and various other methods It to the nearest animal clinic is 
of killing predatory (and all too asked point blank, "Are you go-
often non-predatory) animals. ing to pay the bill? If not, take 
His documented evidence of gross it to the pound. It's not my re-
~isconduct and irresponsibility. sponsibility." The blame cannot 
1s sure to be of significant value be placed on the shoulders of 
to the HSUS and its California 
Branch in their joint suit, asking 
the US District Court in Washing-
ton, DC, to permanently enjoin 
the Department of the Interior 
Orange County's Pet Problems 
Under the sponsorship of the lieve the serious problem, and what MUST be done for the Or-
HSUS-CB's Orange County Co- nothing towards seeking a so- ange County disaster area. The 
mmittee, and hosted by theRoyal lution. The film was scheduled Marin County facility is the mod-
Coach Motor Hotel of Anaheim, to be shown at the 12th Annual el for the planned Orange County 
Orange County members were State Confernce this year, but Humane Education -AnimalCare 
treated to a premier showing was stolen from a society ve- Center. If you have a chance to 
of two new animal welfare films. hicle recently. get to the Annual Meeting in 
ORANGE COUNTY'S "PET" A LEARNING PLACE, which Burlingame this year, plan to 
PROBL~, researched and is a documentary produced by be there, this film alone is worth 
filmed by the Orange county co- KRON-TV $an Francisco) high- the trip. 
mmittee, in cooperation with . lighting the community service Mark McCallen, a repre-
HSUS-CB staff members, andc.:_; programs conducted by the Hu- sentative of Jim Beam Distiller-
narrated by Committeeman Tom mane Educatioo Center of Marin ies capped the festivities by pre-
Bennett, amountedtostroogvideo County. Together with the"PET senting the California Branch 
evidence of the need for a more PROBLEMS" film, a good 'be- with a check for $3,000. The 
coordinated animal rescue-care fore and after' effect was pro- money was from proceeds of the 
operatioo in thatareaofthe state. duced. This is certainly an out-- sale of Beams Poodle Bottle. 
Current facilities and tax sup- standing piece of film footage It is worth mentiooing at this 
ported animal regulation pro- pointing out what can be dooe point, that the Poodle bottle's 
grams are doing little to re- in any given comuumity, and existence is due· entirely to the 
efforts of Mrs. ArmediaSanborn. 
Mrs. Sanborn, grieving over the 
loss of her pet poodle Penny, 
did some talking which event-
ually led to Jim Beam's spon-
sorship and productioo of the 
Poodle Bottle. Our thanks to both 
Mrs. Sanborn and Jim Beam 
Distillers. 
private veterinarieans for their 
refusal to take in every sick 
or injured stray animal---the 
kind that seem to abound in the 
thickly populated areas of Orange 
County. It is not the legal, nor 
moral responsibility for vets to 
take in stray animals, and yet, 
many a kind-hearted veterinar-
ian, to his detriment, has prac-
tically overrun his kennels with 
these homeless waifs. 
It was and :5 the intention of 
the HSUS-CB to fill the unmet 
needs of animals in Orange 
County with a humane program 
The setback was felt equally 
as hard among members of the 
Orange County Comrilittee, as 
well as Herb Martin and Bernie 
Weller. All have worked long and 
hard this past year to get a 
suitable facility set up to serve 
the immediate needs of animals 
in the area until such time as 
plans for the larger, more com-
plete Humane Education-Animal 
Care Center, would begin tobear 
fruit. 
While the Council's decision 
was indeed a hard one to take, 
we are determined not to let 
this temporary setback detour 
us from our planned course of ac-
tion. A search for another site 
is already underway, with sev-
eral hopeful prospects in view. 
Funds already received with this 
project in mind have been set 
aside, however more money is 
needed. The animals need help 
NOW! Your donatioo of five dol-
lars, ten, 100 or whatever you 
feel you can give, will mean 
that another helpless creature 
has been given a chance to live 
a happy healthy life. Please sup- · 
port kindness! Send your con-
tribution to: Orange County De-
velopment Fund, HSUS-CB, 224 
5th Street, Suite A, Huntington 
Beach, California 92646. You'll 
be glad you did. 
IMPORTANT REMINDER 
WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
PAST SUPPORT ANDURGEYOU 
TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP 
WITH YOUR HELP WE HAVE 
BEEN ABLE TO SAVE MANY 
ANIMALS FROM SUFFERING 
AND CRUELTY DURING THE 
PAST YEAR. 
WON'T YOU CONTINUE TO 
HELP MAKE THlS IMPORTANT 
WORK POSSIBLEBYFILLINGIN 
THE ENVELOPE ENCLOSED 
AND MAILING YOUR CHECK 
TODAY. 
WITHOUT YOUR HELP, 
NOTHING CAN BE DONE. 
(Pictured here are, from left 
to right: Mrs. Armedia Sanborn, 
Marcus MCallen, and Mrs. Fawn 
Rowe, past president of the Jim 
Beam Bottle Club of Southern 
California. 
'i.L..o .... ~ 
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Management Perils 
California Tule Elk 
It should be common knowledge 
by now that our petite friend, the 
tule elk, has seen some rough 
times in the last few years. The 
future has brightened somewhat 
though, for this small remnant 
of what once were vast numbers 
of animals freely roaming the 
grassy fields of California. 
After nation-wide publicity of 
California's apparently detri-
mental wildlife managementpro- . 
gram, with both state andfederal 
governments proposing legis-
lation, the CaliforniaDepartment 
of Fish and Game moved to allow 
an unprecedented 490 animals 
remain alive withing the confines 
of the Owens Valley. 
Federal legislation is aimedat 
establishing a refuge area for 
this graceful creature, but makes 
no mentioo of numbers. State 
legislation, on the other hand, 
proposes an eventual statewide 
population of2,000. Numbers may 
sound confusing until one con-
siders that there are fewer than 
600 tule elk alive in the whole 
THE HSUS OFFERS A 
REWARD OF $300 FOR 
INFORMATION LEADING 
TO THE ARREST AND 
CONVICTION OF ANY 
PERSON WHO WILL-
FULLY POl50NS OR AT-
TEMPTS TO POlSON ANY 
DOG OR CAT. 
world! If the tule elk is allowed 
to trod the same path as the 
passenger pigeon, plains wolf, 
etc., mankind will be the loser. 
We must make up our minds 
whether we are going to help 
'Nature stay in business, or ..• ; 
If you are concerned about the' 
fate of the tule elk, the HSUS-
CB urges !YOU to contact members 
of the Assembly Natural Re-
sources Committee, supporting 
Senator Peter Behr's SB-722. 
Committee members are: Z '-
berg (Chairman), Dent (Vice 
Chairman), Barnes, Belotti, Cha-
con, Davis, Dunlap, Keysor, La 
Coste, Sieroty, Thomas, Warren, 
and Wood. All letters may be 
addressed State Capitol, Sacra-
mento, 95814. (Send copies of 
your letters to the HSUS-CB 
Sacramento Office.) 
~ 
~ The Humane Society of the United States 
~ California Branch, Inc. 
WHAT IS IT AND WHAT DOEs IT DO? 
The purpose of theCalifornia Branch of The Society of the United States is to oppose, 
prevent and resist cruelty to any living creature; and to advance through education, 
man's acceptance of responsibility for the other forms of life around him. 
From its headquarters in Sacramento, the California Branch of the HSUS: 
* Fosters pound and animal shelter improvements. 
* Combats surplus breeding of household pets, emphasizing through education that 
millions of homeless domestic animals annually suffer agonizing deaths from disease, 
injury and starvation. 
* Invokes legal and moral sanctions against brutalities committed to animals in the 
name of public entertainment. 
* Investigates and prosecutes cruelties of statewide significance, cases that might 
establish judicial precedents useful to all humane societies. 
* Sponsors and coordinates progress toward improved humane legislation in cities 
and counties throughout the state. 
* Is developing a model Humane Educ;ation-Animal Care Center with programs im-
plimented to avoid and prevent all animal suffering. 
* Each activity is linked with the Society's program of education. Through publications, 
films, radio and television broadcasts, a climate of informed compassion is cultivated. 
* Those wishing to know more about the HSUS-California Branch, in becoming members, 
or merely supporting any of its many activities, should write: 
The Humane Society of the United States-California Branch 
2015 J Street, Suite 4 
Sacramenfo, California 95814 
SUBSTANTIAL TAX BENEFITS CAN BE REALIZED THROUGH GIFTS TO THE HSUS-CB: 
According to the Internal Revenue Code, Tax Reform Act of 1969, a taxpayer can 
deduct OUTRIGHT GIFTS of up to 50% of his contribution base. 
Rather than pay taxes on capital gains made from the salenf REAL and/or PERSONAL 
PROPE~TY, gifts to the HSUS-CB will allow for a charitable deduction to be made 
based on current market value. 
In rrmking your- will, kindly bear in mind that the corporate title of our Society is 
The Humane Society of the United States, California Branch, Inc. 
Specific questions relating to benefits derived from contributions to the HSUS-CB 
may be directed to Norman L. Mark, CPA, in care of the Sacramento office. 
You can do your share to help end cruelty and suffering, and save tax dollars at the 
same time by giving generously to The Humane Society of the United States, California 
Branch, lnc. ALL CONTRIBUTIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE. 
Junior Membership (Associate) $5 
Single Voting Membership $10 
Donor $25 




(a return envelope has been enclosed for your 
convenience.) 
1300 Birds Impounded by 
• 
1n Pomona Officials Valley 
PROGRESS - Bulletin, Pomona, 
Calif, Thursday, July 15, 1971 
Humane Society of Pomona 
Valley officers and Los Angeles 
County sheriff's deputies in a 
massive dawn sweep today im-
pounded 1,300 gamecocks. 
Birds were picked up at 26 
locations, including Claremont 
and San Dimas. 
Officers also confiscated a 
·variety of related weapons and 
paraphenalia. 
The roosters, trained to kill, 
are being held in the poultry 
Fairgrounds in Pomona. 
Bruce P. Richards, executive 
director of the humane society, 
said the raid culminated six mon-
th's undercover investigation by 
his staff and deputy sheriffs. 
30 Face Arrest 
He said possibly 30 bird own-
ers will be taken into custody 
and held on suspicion of main-
taining gamecocks for fighting 
and gambling purposes. 
Charges will be brought against 
them in Pomona Municipal Court, 
Richards said. The charge is a 
misdemeanor. 
Richards said five humane so-
ciety trucks picked up possibly 
100 birds at 2002 Padua Ave. 
in the unincorporated county area 
north of Claremont and at 208 
Valley Center St., San Dimas. 
Sheriff's deputies driving an 
additional four trucks with two 
men to a truck, swept through 
the county territory "like El-
liott Ness during prohibition," 
Richards said, picking up 900 
birds. 
Now that the birds have been 
impounded, the next step will be 
to pick up owners, Richards said. 
What charges actually will be 
filed against individuals involved 
must be determined by the Los 
Angeles County district attorney, 
he added. 
Names of owners involved were 
not released today. 
Expensive Birds 
Richards hopes they can be 
brought into court within a week 
because "keeping the birds, nec-
essary as evidence, will be ex-
pensive. 
"We have to keep theni sep-
arated," , he said, "because if 
two of them get together, they 
kill." And, he said, "feed is 
expensive.'' 
Rumors of gamecock fighting 
and gambling in the area were 
reported to the humane society 
_over six months ago, Richards 
said. 
Officials contacted the sher-
iff's department and secured it's 
cooperatiOn. in the investigation 
during which deputies posed as 
buyers to gather evidence, Rich-
. ards explained. 
Maintaining gamecocks with 
intent to fight is in violation of 
a penal code section and although 
a misdemeanor "supports and 
includes gambling that amounts 
to hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars annually," saidSheriffPeter 
J. Pitchess. 
Pitchess called the raid "the 
largest fighting-bird vice raid 
in West Coast history." 
He said gambling is one of 
the "footholds that organized 
crime seeks in Southern Cali-
fornia and that this type of cruel-
ty to animals is something all 
decent citizens abhor. 
Richards said that during the 
investigation, deputies traced 
owners transporting gamecocks 
across the stateline into Arizona 
where they reportedly rented 
barns in which to hold cock 
fights. 
Sometimes as much as $10,000 
a day would change hands among 
those gambling on the fights," 
Richards said. 
